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Abstract— Scene in the photo occulated by uniform particles distribution can degrade the image quality accidently. State of the art
pre-processing methods are able to enhance visibility by employing local and global filters on the image scene. Regardless of air light
and transmission map right estimation, those methods unfortunately produce artifacts and halo effects because of uncorrelated
problem between the global and local filter’s windows. Besides, previous approaches might abruptly eliminate the primary scene
structure of an image like texture and colour. Therefore, this study aims not solely to improve scene image quality via a recovery
method but also to overcome image content issues such as the artefacts and halo effects, and finally to reduce the light disturbance in
the scene image. We introduce our proposed visibility enhancement method by using joint ambience distribution that improves the
colour cast in the image. Furthermore, the method is able to balance the atmospheric light in correspondence to the depth map
accordingly. Consequently, our method maintains the image texture structural information by calculating the lighting estimation and
maintaining a range of colours simultaneously. The method is tested on images from the Benchmarking Single Image Dehazing
research by assessing their clear edge ratio, gradient, range of saturated pixels, and structural similarity metric index. The scene
image restoration assessment results show that our proposed method had outperformed resuls from the Tan, Tarel and He methods by
gaining the highest score in the structural similarity index and colourfulness measurement. Furthermore, our proposed method also
had achieved acceptable gradient ratio and percentage of the number of saturated pixels. The proposed approach enhances the
visibility in the images without affecting them structurally.
Keywords— uniform distorted scene; colour cast; colour correction.

Currently, the approaches of pre-processing to enhance
visibility use the local windows of the image scene [5].
These approaches’ purpose is to estimate air light and
transmission map. However, the uncorrelation between the
global window and the local window may occur the artifact
and halo effect after the process [5], [8]. As an example,
Tarel used the higher local contrast to estimate air light and
transmission map by maximizing the local contrast. Hence,
for this approach occurred over saturation of color.
Driver sight ability usually decreases according to severe
weather like fog and haze. This problem is the main reason
that a vehicle accident will happen accordingly [10]. This
point reflects the reason of visibility improvement and color
cast reduction method finding in the automatic navigator
recently. Therefore, research in monitoring and recognition
enhanced visibility is come essentially to enable the system to
eliminate the disruption, and uniform scene distorted [11].
This result occurred with enhanced sight ability after the
initial process to recognize the object and scene by
minimizing the contrast that happens in the image [9], [12].

I. INTRODUCTION
The colorful scenery will reduce its quality and also hard
to recognize because of the uniform scene distorted [1].
Uniform scene distorted in the image may cause noise and
artifact [2]. The main activities like object recognition,
tracking, and monitoring in outdoor camera system often
disruption with the weather, as haze and fog [3]. Haze is tiny
particles, and vapors distribute in the air that may reduce the
performance of the vision system as light disturbance, and
uniform scene distorted [4]. However, this problem occurred
by scene depth and irregular light received across the line of
the observance [5]-[7]. Cordially, this result of uniform
scene distorted differ as usual depend on various light
sources that effect to the scene look like the air color veil in
the physical uniform scene distorted model. The light effect
to this veil across the view of the observance. Therefore, the
scene will reduce its colorfulness, and real structure due to
this matter occurred [8], [9]. Figure 1 shows the uniform
scene distorted model.
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age of illumination, L(x,y) and color cast reflected, R (x,y).
The equation in (1) is described as follow:
I x, y

L x, y ∙ R x, y

Description

:

I x, y

:

Image light intensity

:

Illumination weightage

:

Colour Reflection

L x, y

R x, ya

(1)

The lighting comes from several sources across the image.
Therefore, image lighting is suitable to find through low pass
filtering that filters the image usually. The particles feature
distribution in the scene could be approximated with the
Gaussian distribution; some further details are disposed of in
the Gaussian filter processing and cause crossing the color
unity. T too overcome this matter occurred, the Bilateral
filter is used forward based on the Retinex theory to
determine image lighting g components [16]. While it is easy
to apply, the edge-to-edge sharpness may blurry, and
impulse noise occurs as extra content. However, the result of
using this step is time-consuming, cast and fails to remain n
a variety of the color [17].

Fig. 1. Uniform scene distorted model

Two safety alertness steps will be introduced accordingly.
The first step is to project the image on the display by the
front camera after the elimination process that will enhance
the vision of the scenery. The second step is a combination of
preliminary or initial price the ss and object and scene
recognition that may be as obstacles across the line of driving
performance that alert the driver during the vehicle [12]. The
scenario will happen, when the driver near the limitation of
vision against the speed of the vehicle. This procedure to
obtain the safe driving mode by use of the single camera in
the front of the vehicle that will get an instant response
during the serial of scene frame processing and risk
calculation in the real time. However, the primary matter
occurred is not the color cast image. The contrast
enhancement during the process is not necessary, but the way
of distance detected estimation is the principal use [9], [13].
Therefore, the scenario of the fog and haze occurred
physically. The scene recovery needs to estimate both the
environment light sources and a depth map of the scene
accordingly. As a result, this two variables per pixel value
need to determine from this single image wisely [9], [14].
Hence, this study introduced the method to increase visibility
by using joint ambiance distribution that affects the colorcast
in the image. The method estimates the atmospheric balance
light the o the depth map accordingly.
This paper follows the baseline of the following section.
In section 1, the general purpose of the method deliberates
structurally. Section 2 describes the model of uniform scene
distorted, related work and method. Meanwhile, section 3
discussed the detail information of the method assessment.
Finally, in section 4, the conclusion of the overall research
and study finds.

B. Uthe uniform Scene Distorted Model
The previous Study of the previous method aligns the
interest to enhance image quality using the physical model
character and discipline. Hence, the varieties of the approach
introduced to overcome and restore the cast image without
depending on other sources of information. Athe s an
example, the use of local window processing and graphical
model to eliminate the existence of the haze [18]. As a result,
this method got the great achievement to separate unrelated
fields. However, this kind of the method needs the expensive
computer the costs [18], [19].
On the other hand, the method uses the processing kernel
and optimize the contrast not always got the same result
during each saturation iteration. However, the method comes
more generic and easy to identify a different variety of the
scene. Specifically, this the processing able to color image
and image of grayscale. Thus, during this process may take
expensive data cost and decrease the speed of time
processing. In the way of use fusion strategy, the two of
original input will derive to get the correlation between the
input determinations. The feasibility and effectiveness of the
fusion strategy could achieve to eliminate the haze, but
content of the color is fatal during recovery of the image by
unclear and incorrect color contrast [17], [18].
Additionally, the dark channel prior that looks like
brightly shaded image transfer had been introducing to
estimate image transmission and atmospheric light to
overcome haze image. The idea is the observation of clear
outdoor images that have some pixel value that describe the
character of the clear event when the lower value than the
other in each RGB channel. The thickness of the cast
considered by this dark channel before intensity. However,
this method appeared the halo and artifacts effects in the
image because of using kernel processing as a patch in the
local window. To overcome this matter happening, the soft
matting framework is introduced to enhance and refine the

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The purpose of this study is to introduce an optical model
with a description of the hazy images character and the
restoration technique. Therefore, the combining strategies to
remove scattering particles proposed to overcome artifact
and halo effect using minimum intensity of RGB channel in
the global window.
A. Retinex Theory
Rea next theory is the method to achieve color constancy.
This method improves the image quality according to person
vision [15]. The illumination and reflectance component are
the escribing as the color of the object depends on the
lighting source that image intensity I(x,y) against the weight
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transmission map. In addition, the anisotropic diffusion is
introduced to refine the transmission map after using the
dark channel prior [20], [21].
Generally, according to dark channel prior method
describe the intensity atmospheric light scene as the infinity
scene brightness content the key of the interest value that
recovers the scene using of the physical atmospheric
scattering model [20]. If the global atmospheric light
estimation is stronger than a regular characteristic of
atmospheric. The result of the image may become darker.
Thus, the halo effect and over-saturation will happen in the
sky during the estimating process if the estimation value is
less than the actual value [21]. Figure 2 shows the
experimental result with various global atmospheric light
values through the recent methods. The atmospheric light
accuracy had been improved to the selected 0.2 % bright
pixels in the dark channel prior. However, the uncorrelated
global atmospheric value will have occurred across the white
objects [22]. Combination of selecting top 0.1% brightest
value in the dark channel prior and top 30% darkest value in
the bright channel overcome this matter. However, the result
may dull due to the lack of light value across the scene [23].
Visibility will be increased according to the larger
coefficients that multiplied the gradient value due to the
smaller transmission value. This study will be altering the
following condition to avoid the weakness that occurred as
follow as previous works. The restoration function process
in the gradient of the scene to refine the actual transmission
correlation. In addition, visibility can be restored by use of
multiple scale methods in the area of very tiny deliveries and
obtain the close contrast range. However, adjusting the scene
gradient will make the dynamic range image raise to high
dynamic networks that will make the image result to darken
or become exposed. This method uses multiple linear
dynamic compression that easy to avoid uncorrelated value
but sometimes it will slightly obscure part of its granules.
Another disadvantage is the complexity of expensive
calculations. In addition, although the result is free of
artifacts, color changes and image structures should not be
ignored. Colour saturation will fail when the colorcast exists
onto the original scattered image. Deviation of the boundary
of the sky aborted than the color of the area of the boundary
will be oversaturated and the colorcast will become clear.

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 2. Input (a), Dark Channel Prior Method (b), Maximising the Contrast
Method (c) and Maximising Atmospheric Light Veil method (d)

Recently, the improvement of the method was achieved,
but still, have a corrupted method to estimate the veil of
atmospheric light accurately. The idea of a previous local
patch dark channel and the physical model to improve the
effectiveness of recovery image. The following key factors
that affect the quality of the image restoration is stress to this
study. The drawback of this study to introduce more accurate
transmission map estimation that color and brightness are
blends to recover appropriately. The outstanding result of
this study is describing as follow. Firstly, avoiding errors of
global atmospheric light estimation using the strategy to
determine the global atmospheric light resources in cast
image is equal to the local atmospheric light during the

(a)
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specific event. Therefore, the result will be got the eliminate
process without halo and artifacts effect in the whole scene.
Then, the local atmospheric light veil and the transmission
map that calculated to describe the RGB channel structure
that comes from a uniform scene distorted model.

Where H(x, y) is the intensity of the foggy image, A is the
light brightness or the maximum intensity value in the RGB
color model, O(x, y) is the intensity reflection of the object
and m(x, y) to the intensity of the foreground. This equation
is based on the Retinex Theory which H(x, y) remains as the
intensity of the haze image, G is the constant light as the
weight of the light, and the parameters O(x, y) and m(x, y)
are part of the color reflection phonology. Usually, while
there is clear or any medium occult in the image. So that this
image can be converted to HSI color space to eliminate color
cast in the image. The equation (7) represents the event or
scenario.

C. Proposed Methodology
The scattered particle model or image degradation model
is the attenuation of light through the atmosphere between
the observer and the object [24]. The equation (2) shows the
baseline that elaborate uniform scene distorted model.
,
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Description

:

H(x, y)

:

Haze or foggy intensity

O(x, y)

:

Reflection intensity

C(x, y)

:

Clear intensity

G

:

global atmospheric light

m(x, y)

:

Transmission value

)

.

+1

(8)

After that, the equation (9) estimate the global
atmospheric light.
(9)
! max # , $ , %
Description

:

G

:

Global atmospheric light

#

:

Red intensity

$

:

Green intensity

%

:

Blue intensity

Where G is the estimation of the global atmospheric light
constant that affecting the scene statically. From the
equation (8), we assume that α is the distribution of colorcast
occurred in the RGB channel intensity. Then, the α is
elaborate as equation (10)
,

−1

(10)

Then, this study did in the haze image and the clear
image, the brightness of the scene is equally the same. So
that the equation of haze image can be described as retinex
equation as equation (11).
(11)
&'
log+ ' , − log+∗ ' ,

(3)

+ . 1−

(7)

This occurred while the m (x,y) is ∞ or 0. Then the alter
of the equation it could be as the equation (8).

Where I(x, y) is the uniform scene distorted intensity of
the image or haze, whereas J(x, y) is the sun's rays,
indicating the reflection of the scene's eyes towards the
audience. This J(x, y) describe the intensity of the bright
image. A is the atmosphere of global atmospheric light, and
t(x, y) is a transmission value that describes the range of
independent light and touches the camera lens. The aim of
elimination the haze is to restore J(x, y), A and t(x, y) from I
(x, y). In general, in image recovery, A and t (x, y) are the
first estimates of I(x, y), then include them in the model in
equation (1) for recovery J (x, y).
The first part of J(x, y).t(x, y), to the right of equation (2)
is called direct transmission or lower transmission while the
second part A.(1 - t(x, y)) is called the lamp. Here,
transmissions continue to be described as non-scattered or
light-shining scenes after the attenuation of the medium,
while the aerial light produces scattered atmospheric debris
and lead to the color event of the scene.
Based to optical model followed the Koschmieder's law as
described in equation (4) by manipulating recover
, as
equation on in (3) [8]. Therefore, rearrange and expand the
equation as (5). Then, simplified as equation (6).
,

.1

(4)

Where Ii (x) is the image distribution in the ith color
spectral band, ‘∗’ denotes the convolution operation, F(α) is
the color cast distribution function as given by equation 10
and Ri(x) is the associated retinex output. Then, this optical
model-based method was processed, to remain color variety
enhancement, the new intensity will convert the previous
intensity in the HSI color channel due to the histogram of the
output boundary achieved matches a linear histogram. On
the contrary, stress to homogeneous areas, the limitation to
preventing reinforcing noise or unnatural framework, such as
scene textures, that may contain in the image [25].

(5)
(6)
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Where Vs describe the sum of both over saturation and
pixel underexposed in restored image and dimx dimy become
the size of the outcome image. The Σ metric describes the
percentage of pixels that become completely black or white
completely over the recovery. For evaluation of structural Ş,
image quality is obtained through haze removal approach
before being measured using the structure index of similarity
images. Structure similarity index value is based on
comparative lighting, contrast, and structure original blur
image value and unclear image [26]. The measurement of
the Ş or structural index is expressed in equation (15).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to the difficulty of obtaining corresponding
benchmark image data for haze and foggy image inputs, this
study took four assessments for quantitative evaluation of
this proposed method and compared with others method.
These four assessment metrics are called the recently viewed
edge ratio (ϵ), the gradient ratio (ǥ), the percentage of the
number of saturated pixels (Σ), the structural similarity index
(Ş) and colorfulness (Ͼ). The first three metrics are
suggested by Hautiere et al. for the objective blind
assessment of the effects of the removal of the haze [12].
The (ϵ) represents rate edge recovery appears in haze-free
images and is rendered by equation (12).
0# − 01
01

/
Description
Vr
Vo
/

:
:
:

Description
P
r
Vr
ǥ

:
:
:

4

5
∑
9:; #
67 <∈>

Ͼ

Description
0@

:
:

dimx
dimy
Σ

:

L + 0.94 + P

(16)

Where L is calculated as √RH + S H and R , S are the
Standard Deviation of Chroma components in CIELAB
color space. P is the mean of C component and C(i, j) is
calculated as TR A, U H + S A, U H [26]. This study
implements three images with the following texture
differences as figure 3, figure 4 and figure 5.

(13)

Similar element in set C
Gradient rate
Visible edge restored image
Gradient ratio

Where P is the same element in set C (color channel), and
r is the gradient rate between the blurred image being
recovered and input blur image. Note that C is comprised of
visible edges in blurry image restored. In addition, Σ metric
as equation (14) describes the number of pixels, which are
either too white like white or less lightly like black in the
restored image.
Σ

(15)

Where F5 and FH is a constant, defined as F5
I5 J H
IH J H
and FH
WhereI5 , IH are constants and J is a dynamic array of
pixels values (255 for 8 bit greyscale images), A# and A1
shows min the intensity of input and output images,
respectively, and G' and G# show contrast input image and
output image respectively. For the colourfulness
measurement Ͼ, the distribution of the image pixels in the
CIELAB colour space used and the mathematical formula
for calculating as equation (16).

Visible edge restored image
Visible edge original image
Edge ratio

e

A# H + A1 H + F5 G# H + G1 H + FH

(12)

Where Vr and Vo describe the total number of visible
edges within the restoration of the foggy image and the
original foggy image respectively. The metric ϵ assesses the
effectiveness of the uniform scene distorted method to return
the invisible edge to the original image but appears in the
photo-released haze; the value higher than ϵ shows better
performance than the image removal method of the image
because the net image has a more precise and clearer
contrast than the blurry image. Furthermore, metric (ǥ), are
used to state quality of contrast recovery in haze-free
images. As alike that, the metrics formulated as follows
equation (13).
ǥ

2A# A1 + F5 2G' G# + FH

Ş

A

0@

B

A

.

(14)
C

the sum of both over saturation and pixel
underexposed in the restored image
Dimension x
Dimension y
Percentage of pixels that become entirely black
or white entirely after recovery
Fig. 3. Sample input (top) and output (bottom) of uniform scene distorted
named Doll
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Fig. 5. Sample Input (top) and output (bottom) of Uniform scene distorted
named Roof
TABLE I.
THE IMAGE RESTORATION ASSESSMENT

Method

Doll
Ʃ
0
0.1
0.23
0.21

Tan
Tarel
He
Proposed

ϵ
1.6
1.3
1.15
1.17

ǥ
2.89
2.01
1.78
1.92

Method
Tan
Tarel
He
Proposed

ϵ
2.12
2.01
1.75
1.78

New York
ǥ
Ʃ
3.03
0
2.78
0
2.01 0.09
2.12
0

Method
Tan
Tarel
He
Proposed

ϵ
0.84
0.99
1.01
1.12

ǥ
1.26
1.43
1.33
1.27

Fig. 4. Sample Input (top) and output (bottom) of Uniform scene distorted
named New York

Ș
0.42
0.48
0.53
0.89

Ͼ
23.21
30.59
32.23
43.74

Ș
0.31
0.53
0.62
0.92

Ͼ
11.45
13.58
14.75
19.24

Ș
0.39
0.48
0.53
0.72

Ͼ
27.14
32.47
40.33
56.35

Roof
Ʃ
0.2
0.1
0.09
0

The evaluation and assessment of the improved visibility
in the image were analyzed with three proper conditions.
Firstly, the contrast must be higher than the sources.
Secondly, proper structural similarity constructed as a base
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on sources. Finally, the image gains the more colorfulness.
Therefore, the study requires calculating improvement of the
contrast degree, the remaining structural similarity, and the
colorfulness of the image. Table 1 shows the result of the
performance-listed method reliably. The table 1 shows the
best result for the different field is the Tan method that relies
on contrast degree. This stress to the effect in ‘Doll’ and
‘New York.’ The result is described as the motivation of
using maximizing the contrast. However, the Tan method
changed the structure of the image, as the score for SSIM is
low and uncorrelated color correction. As for structural
similarity and colorfulness, the proposed method used the
joint ambiance of the scene to remain structural information;
this result is best compared to others in table I. The
distribution of the colorcast had been corrected due to
suitable color space balance. The color had been restored
more efficiency than the other methods. Tarel introduces a
complete conclusion on the atmospheric cap, and He
recommended dark channels before starting the estimated
transmission. However, the Laplacian regularisation mats
may lead to the overall reduction of contrast in the distance
area and have a space complexity. So that, the result for the
SSIM and colorfulness may have affected. For the
effectiveness of the saturation affect, the He method is more
sensitive to the low light sources and much brightness image.
The comparison made to other methods of elimination; the
assessment results show that these methods are achievable
more scattered removal are ideal without any additional
supplements information as an example is depth information
or any user interaction.
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